
STF/STIF 

December 14, 2021 

2:00PM 

 

• Call STF meeting to order 2:00 

• Present was Angie Temple, Kathie Oatman, Angie Lamborn, Lisa Moody and 

Jane Parks. 

• Angie T. moved to approve Minutes from October 2021 as presented Jane 

2nd and all were in favor. 

• Discuss transportation numbers for October and November.  The ridership 

is still sporadic but picking up.  There was a recent record day.  Jane said 

the preschool will be closed through 1/4/22. 

• Lisa presented the two responses to her request for proposal for 

coordinated transit plan for the county. The committee reviewed both.  

They agreed both were viable Angie T.  noticed one had a great deal of 

experience with rural and frontier county plans.  The committee suggested 

a conversation with the other company to determine if they have any 

experience in rural Oregon.  They have metro projects listed.  The 

committee agreed they liked the idea of a company that understands rural 

issues. The committee suggested when a company was chosen that we 

ensure a product guarantee.  So if the work is not acceptable we are able to 

reject it and they will have to work on it until it is. 

• Angie talked about the progress of the Rebranding committee.  The 

transportation department will become Harney Hub Transit.  The buses will 

have new logos on them.  We will be registering the name as a DBA. 

• Adjourn STF @ 2:30 

• OPEN STIF@2:31 

• Angie L. explained that the benches at bus stops work has not begun as it is 

more complicated than simply placing benches.  Some of the stops are at 

spots that a bench won’t work.  Some of the stops will need to have the 

bench on a sidewalk or on property that will require discussion with 

owners.  Also the bus stop in Hines needs moved.  The post office is too 



busy and the property is purchased and there will be an apartment building 

there.  The park does not get plowed in the winter and in the summer it is a 

busy spot so it is not the best spot either.  The committee suggested 

moving the stop across the street to the gazebo on the other side.  It has 

benches and shade already in place. 

The ride to Bend at no cost is attracting folks who were previously unable 

to afford the transportation to go see specialists.  One rider is catching up 

on neglected appointments with several.  It has allowed us to identify and 

address a previous barrier for members of our community. 

The five additional rides when purchasing a ride pass is also becoming 

popular.  Many more passes are sold than previously. 

The deviated fixed route,  and demand response free for 9-12 grades are 

steady but currently not really increasing.  Kids are in school so not using 

the bus like they did in the summer and COVID continues to affect 

ridership. 

Jane reported that there is positive feedback from families regarding the 

paid fares for their preschool kids to and from school. 

• Angie reported that the operating reserve for transportation was close to 

achieving its goal.  The goal is $300,000 and the fund is at near $230,000.  

The bus replacement reserve will have what it needs for match to purchase 

the three buses we hope to have granted. 

• There was no round table topics to discuss 

• 2:50 meeting adjourned. 

Minutes respectfully submitted 

 

Angela Lamborn 

 


